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Abstract. Visual Question Answering (VQA) has received increasing
attention in NLP research. Most VQA images focus on natural scenes.
However, some images widely used in textbooks such as diagrams often
contain complicated and abstract information (e.g. constructed graphs
with logic and concepts). Therefore, Diagram Question answering (DQA)
is a challenging but significant task, which is also helpful for machines
to understand human cognitive behaviors and learning habits. On DQA
task, we propose a multi-perspective understanding based visual question-
answering method, which constructs a variety of different self-monitoring
tasks in the form of prompts to help the model learn deeper information.
For the first time, we propose a decoding method of ”Cross Entropy con-
straint Decoding”, which can effectively constrain the content generated
by the text when performing multiple selection tasks. This method has
obtained SOTA in the evaluation task of CCKS-2022, which fully proves
the effectiveness of the method.

Keywords: Diagram Question Answering · Visual Question answering
· Computer science.

1 Introduction

Question Answering (QA) systems have long pursued the ability to understand
human cognitive behaviors and learning habits. Diagram Question Answering
(DQA) task requires dynamic and complex reasoning of knowledge representa-
tion, which helps to improve the understanding of abstract images by comput-
ers. Generally, Diagram is manually constructed with abstract meanings and
widely used in pre-defined scenarios, such as textbooks and dictionaries, which
requires fully understand the abstract schematic information according to ques-
tions. DQA is still a challenge task because the complicate expression and the
lack of data.

CSDQA is a novel visual question answering dataset which contains 1294
different diagram such as circle, rectangle and triangle. CSDQA is a multiple-
choice dataset that is mainly collected from textbooks. Each sample contains the
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question, diagram, choice, and answer. It divides datasets questions into simple
reasoning and complex reasoning. Complex reasoning requires two-step reasoning
on the image to get the answer, and the proportion of complex reasoning is
22.98% in all questions.

Pre-trained models have promoted the progress of natural language process-
ing and even multimodality. In previous studies, sequence-to-sequence models
have been widely used for a large number of downstream tasks. CLIP uses a
large number of text and text pairs in order to narrow them in the same em-
bedding space; Vl-bert takes both visual and textual features as input. VLMo
jointly learns a dual encoder and a fusion encoder with a modular Transformer
network. However, multi-modal neural network model shows poor performance
on diagram question answering task. Because existing multi-modal models are
pre-trained on a large number of natural scenes images, which lack the ability
to understand abstract information of diagram such as concept and logical re-
lationship within different graphics. Moreover, the scarcity of diagram resources
also limits the large corpus training of DQA task models.

We propose a Multi-View Analysis (MVA) method to enhance model’s un-
derstanding of schematic abstract information. MVA are constructed with five
different task forms and unified in Text2Text form. We take OFA model as back-
bone, and then introduce MVA to enhance the abstract understanding ability.
In order to avoid the invalid generation in Decoding phase, we introduce Cross
Entropy constraint Decoding, which restricts the results to achieves higher in-
ference accuracy.

2 Main Methods

2.1 Multi-View Training

Existing multi-modal pre-trained models have strong ability to extract infor-
mation from natural scene images, but it is still difficult for model to directly
understand the abstract diagram information in low-resource Diagram Question
Answering (DQA) task. Therefore, we introduce multi-View multi-task train-
ing to help model deeply understand the diagram. As depicted in figure 1. We
constructed five different task forms based on Prompt and unified five different
objectives as Seq2Seq form for training. Five tasks are respectively shown as
follows:

– 1. Original task: the original data, including images, questions and answers.
– 2. Answer Judge task: ask model to answer whether the statement combined

with the question, answer and judgement is correct.
– 3. Image Description task: require model to describe the image with details.
– 4. Ask Question task: require model to ask a question based on the input

image and answer.
– 5. Image Text Match task: change some image-question pairs, and ask model

to judge whether the description is grounding with the input image.
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Now the top and bottom of the 
stack are the same element. - 
False

Original:Now the top and bottom of the 
stack are the same element. False

Answer Judge: Please judge whether 
the following description is correct : 
Now the top and bottom of the stack 
are the same element. - False

True

Image Description: Please describe the 
image details

Ask Questions: Please ask a question, 
and the answer is : False

Now the top and bottom of the 
stack are the same element. 

Image Text Matching: Please judge 
w h e t h e r  t h i s  i m a g e  m e e t s  t h e 
following description : Now the top 
and bottom of the stack are the same 
element. that False

False

Seq2Seq

Model

IMAGE INPUT(Prompt) OUTPUT

Fig. 1. The Multi-View Training by different tasks. We take origin as the initial sample
and realize multi-view training by changing the position of its questions / answers /
diagram.

2.2 Step Training

In order to alleviate the catastrophic forgetting problem caused by overtrain-
ing of the pre-trained model in Multi-View Training. We implemented the step
learning based on Child-tuning [24] method. The Child-tuning method is used
to fine-tune the backbone model in our method, where the parameters of the
Child network are updated with the gradients mask. For the DQA task, the
task-independent algorithm is used for child-tuning. When fine-tuning, the gra-
dient masks are obtained by Bernoulli Distribution [2] sampling from in each
step of iterative update, which is equivalent to randomly dividing a part of the
network parameters when updating. The equation of the above steps is shown
as follows

wt+1 = wt − η
∂L (wt)

∂wt
⊙BtBt ∼ Bernoulli (pF ) (1)

where the notation ⊙ represents the dot production, pF is the partial network
parameter.

3 Experiments

In this section, we will introduce the experimental settings and evaluation indi-
cators. Then we compare MVA with the existing VQA technology and ablation
experiments to prove the effectiveness of our method.
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Cross-Modal Pre-Training
Use a large number of text pairs for large-scale pre training
The model is expected to learn rich multimodal information from them

Full Parameter 
Pre-Training

Multi-View Training
Using existing data sets,
Design self-monitoring tasks for training

25% Parameter
Training

Supervised training
Use full training set
Conduct supervised fine-tuning

Full Parameter
Training

Fig. 2. In the training stage, we use step-by-step training to gradually make the model
learn the image features of the schematic diagram.

3.1 Evaluation Metrics

Following prior work [13, 19, 1, 4]. We use the accuracy rate as the evaluation
metrics. We assume that the total quantity is n and the predicted correct quan-
tity is C, then the calculation of concurrency is as follows:

Accuracy =
C

n
× 100% (2)

3.2 Implementation Details

In order to compare the functions of the system more fairly. In recent years,
natural language processing significant progress has been achieved [5, 17] due to
the introduction of Pre-trained Language Model [15, 3, 18]. Therefore, more and
more methods begin to introduce the pre-trained language model in the VQA
task [11, 22, 16, 8, 10].

For all methods, we use the same size model for finetuning. And we all use
the large-size model for testing. We follow the original code for the remaining
settings. We train the model using the Pytorch3 [14] on the NVIDIA RTX3090
GPU and use the hugging-face4 [23] framework. We use the AdamW [12] as the
optimizer and the learning rate is set to 1e-5 with the warm-up [7]. The batch
size is 8. We set the maximum length of 512, and delete the excess. We use the
linear decay of the learning rate and gradient clipping of 1e-6. The dropout [20]

3 https://pytorch.org
4 https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Hyper-parameter Value

Image Encoder ResNet152 [6]
Encoder Hidden Size 4096
Encoder Num Layers 12
Encoder Attention Heads 16
Decoder Hidden Size 4096
Decoder Num Layers 12
Decoder Attention Heads 16
Dropout 0.1
Max Token Length 512
Language Model Loss Function Cross Entropy
Learning Rate 1e-5
Batch size 8
Num Epochs 20
Weight Decay 1e-4
FP16 True
Gradient Accumulation 1
Beam Search 5

Table 1. Hyper-parameter settings.

Metric Accuracy

Learning Rate 1e-5 2e-5 3e-5 Avg.

Random Mode / / / 35.84

LayoutLMv3Base[9](2022) 38.25 35.52 36.89 36.89
LayoutLMv3Large[9](2022) 40.21 36.89 37.04 38.05
OFABase[21](2022) 52.86 53.31 52.25 52.80
OFALarge[21](2022) 54.06 53.37 53.61 53.68

MVA 58.89(4.83↑) 58.58(5.21↑) 57.23(3.62↑) 58.23 (4.55↑)
Table 2. Performance comparison of the variants methods on Computer Science Di-
agrams dataset. We highlight the best score ineach column in bold, and the second
best score with underline. We will also show the improvement between first place and
second place.

of 0.1 is applied to prevent overfitting. The detailed experimental settings are
shown in Table 1.

All hyperparameters are optimized on the Valid set. In all our experiments,
at the end of each training phase, we will test the effective data set and select the
highest model (mainly depending on Accuracy) in the test data set for prediction.
We report the results in the test data set. We repeated the experiment three
times and reported the average score.

3.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

In the CSDia dataset, we compared the baseline scheme with the existing dia-
logue generation.

The LayoutLMv3 [9] is based on LayoutLMv2 [26] and LayoutLMv1 [25],
and it uses unified text and image mask modeling objectives to pre train the
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Metric Accuracy

Learning Rate 1e-5 2e-5 3e-5 Avg.

OFALarge[21] 54.06 53.37 53.61 53.68

W/O MV 56.93 56.63 55.57 56.38
W/O Step training 58.13 58.58 56.93 57.88
W/O CE Decode 58.28 57.98 57.23 57.83

MVA 58.89 58.58 57.23 58.23
+Full Data 60.24 59.49 59.19 59.64

Table 3. Performance comparison of the variants methods on Computer Science Dia-
grams dataset. We conducted some control experiments and tried to train the model
using full data and showed its scores.

multimodal model, which simplifies the model design. It requires that the hid-
den words in the text be restored according to the uncovered text and layout
information in the document data set, and the masked image block data be re-
stored at the same time. The LayoutLMv3 achieved better results in form tasks
than previous work.

The OFA [21] model realizes the unification of modes, tasks and structures,
unifies the multi-modal and single-modal understanding and generation tasks
into a simple seq2seq generative framework, and performs pre training and fine-
tuning using task instructions. The OFA has achieved SOTA in four cross modal
tasks: image capture, VQA, visual entailment and referring expression synthesis.

3.4 Experimental Result

We report the performance of the model in Table 2. We compared several models
in different forms and sizes and selected LayoutLMv3 and OFA respectively. We
show the improvement of our method compared with the baseline model.

Among them, the performance of LayoutLMv3 is weak. The LayoutLMv3 has
learned a large number of abstract characters and symbols in the pre-training
process, it is difficult to learn the relevant features in the question and answer
of complex schematic diagrams due to the lack of understanding of the overall
graph and the task of the pre-training phase is mainly mask recovery rather than
visual question and answer, which leads to difficulty in finetuning. In addition,
we have directly fine-tuned the OFA model. It is not difficult for us to find that
the OFA model can have strong performance on the visual question and answer
the task, and the performance of the Base size and the Large size are relatively
close, which indicates that the additional knowledge brought by the pre-training
for the model has reached the limit. For the abstract schematic question and
answer task, the OFA model still has a large room for improvement.

When we use the MVA, the baseline model can further learn more relevant
knowledge. In Table 2, MVA exceeds the baseline model in three different learn-
ing rate settings, and its average score exceeds the baseline by 4.55%, which fully
proves the reliability of our method.
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A B
Rank Team Score Rank Team Score

1 灵灵灵境境境 CASIA 55.57 1 灵灵灵境境境 CASIA 60.19
2 maoada 54.22 2 key7 58.09
3 福气boy 53.61 3 Cube 55.02
4 国足10号 53.01 4 福气boy 54.53
5 qddy 52.56 5 maoada 54.53
6 northsky 51.81 6 国足10号 53.39

Table 4. Online performance of CCKS-2022 in DQA task.

3.5 Ablation Study

In Table 3, we can see some performance comparisons. We further carry out care
learning in OFA [21], which is the best pre-trained model in Diagram Question
Answering task. It can fully show the effect differences brought by different
methods.

First, we try to cancel the Multi-View, which means that we no longer require
the model to pretrain multi-view task in Diagram Question Answering. This may
lead to the lack of understanding of the diagram so that the generated answer
lacks the modeling of the diagram.

After canceling the Step Training, we directly train the model in one step.
However, the experimental results show that compared with the Step Training,
the performance will be reduced. We believe that this is because after the in-
troduction of MV, the training tasks may deviate from DQA, resulting in the
focus of the model learning is no longer DQA tasks. Therefore, using two-stage
training and fixing parameters in the MV stage can help the model mitigate
catastrophic forgetting and bring higher performance. Finally, if the CE decode
is cancelled, there will be more than 2% of the answers, and it will be difficult
to answer because it cannot be matched.

Since the task provides the target of the verification set, we additionally use
full data for training and test in test, which brings us additional performance
improvement.

3.6 Online Result

In Table 4, We showed the online results of two different lists, and we all got
the results of SOTA, which reflects the superior performance of the method.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new method to solve complex text questi answer-
ing. We provide multimodal and multi-perspective learning for the pre-training
language generation model. By constructing a large number of different learn-
ing tasks, we can make the pre-training model play a more effective role in the
low resource Abstract schematic scenario. Our MVA module is very flexible. We
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have built a unified task framework for multitasking learning, which can sup-
port almost all multimodal seq2seq models. In addition, we introduce CE decode
decoding to constrain the generation results, which enhances the controlonslabil-
ity of the multi-modal generation model and improves the performance. In the
DQA task of CCKS-2022, our method won first place, which provides a powerful
solution for the complex visual question and answers task.
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